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General Instructions:

1. Begin and end all
seams with a 
backstitch

2. Clip threads after 
each seam

3.  Use 1/4” seam
allowance unless
otherwise indicated

Right side of fabric    Wrong side of fabric

Materials Needed:
1. Interlock Knit Fabric
2. Thread

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Wash and dry fabric on 
the hottest settings to pre-
shrink and sanitize the 
fabric. Sanitize workspace.
Press fabric on the fold.

2. Mark and cut 2 pattern 
pieces on the fold for one 
mask.  
Cut 1” wide tie to length 
designated on the pattern 
for the size you have select-
ed.  

3. With right sides together, 
sew mask pieces on the 
curved edges using a 
serger OR with a small 
zig-zag stitch. (1W, 2 L)

4. Stack two layers of mask 
pattern with right sides 
together with center front 
seams matching.  Use pat-
tern to mark or clip 1/8” 
notches for bottom open-
ing.  Do not clip notches 
more than 1/8”.

5. Place the tie as shown to 
create an M in the mask. 
Tie the loose ends to the 
middle of the tie and tuck 
them inside for sewing.

6. Pin in the ditch at the 
center front tops and center 
front bottoms.  Pin at the 
sides to avoid stitching over 
the ties.

7. Sew around the mask 
leaving the notched opening  
and tie channels unstitched.

8. Turn the mask right side 
out.  Untie the knots that 
were attached to the center 
of the tie and then tie double 
or triple knots at the bottom 
of the two raw ends.

9. Handstitch the opening 
shut using a hand needle 
and thread and a slip stitch.  
Or leave the opening for filter 
inserts.

10.  Be sure to wash and dry 
your mask before each use 
and stay healthy!
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FACE MASK
XS
*Use 28” x 1” of knit for ties
S
*Use 32” x  1” of knit for ties
M
*Use 38” x 1” of knit for ties
L
*Use 40“ x 1” of knit for ties
CUT 2 on Fold
1/4” S/A INCLUDED 
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Set printer to 
Do Not Scale or 
Custom at 100%


